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A milestone is one of a series 

of numbered markers placed 

along a road at intervals of one 

mile or occasionally, parts of a 

mile. Mileage is the distance 

along the road from a fixed 

commencement point.



Milestones celebrated in the 

congregation

Baptism

Entering 

Sunday 

School

First Bible

Communion

Confirmation

Beginning 

Confirmation

Anniversary 

of Baptism

Graduation

Faith related 

milestones 

recognize God in 

the moment.



Deuteronomy 6:6-9

Keep these 

words…

The New Reality = The New Normal

Then in 2020…



Forced to think beyond programs 

happening within the walls! 



- Challenges can be 

solved with the 

knowledge, skills, 

and tools already in 

hand

- Require change in 

one or two places

- Challenges can be 

solved through 

experimentation, 

innovation, 

adjustments through 

the organization

- Requires changes of 

heart and mind

Technical Adaptive

Published in  Lifelong Faith by John Roberto

How are we 

adapting to 

our lives in 

2020?

Finding ways to 

connect have 

been challenging!

Masks, Social 

Distancing, 

Technology



We are accustomed to people coming to us. 

What happens when we go to them?



We have been adapting to faith formation 

happening primarily in the home.

➢ The home is an essential part of our faith formation.

➢ Like learning a language, it is where we are immersed in it

➢ How do we encourage faith formation in the home?

➢ Milestones is a good place to start!

Embrace 

the new 

normal!
School at 

home…work at 

home…why not 

church at 

home?



Milestone occasions:

 Encourage lifelong faith formation 

 Focus on relationships rather than 

programs 

 Are strategic in supporting all generations 

to develop rituals and traditions and 

encourage recognizing God’s presence in 

everyday living. 



Recognizing milestones in our 

homes and everyday living.

Aging 

Parent

Becoming a 

Parent

Becoming a 

Grandparent

Birthday

Retirement

Getting a Driver’s 

License

Beginnings 

and 

Completions

????

• Loss of a pet

• First Cell Phone

• Losing a Tooth

• Learning to ride a 

bike

• Back to School

• End of School 

Year

• Learning to play 

an instrument

• Birth of a Baby

• First tooth

• First home

• Getting a job

• Empty nest

• Report Card

• Medicare

What does lifelong faith 

formation look like through 

the milestones lens?



Examples of Forming Faith Through 

Milestones
Congregation and the Home

During the 

pandemic!



Congregation 

Example



Weekly Milestones

Also provides a 

setting where 

milestones can be 

recognized

Dot

Sabra

Joy



Home Example



90th Birthday Party

• Hotspot Link

• Send Gifts

• Sing

• Virtual Card (American Greetings, 1,2,3)

• Blessing



Graduation Party

• Caps

• Highs and Lows

• Send Gifts

• Video of Years

• Memories

• Prayer and Blessing



Packets for the Home



Chapter 6: 

Milestones Ministry: A Model for 

Shepherding



Name a meaningful 

moment in one’s life as 

a faith moment. 



Equip participants with 

the Four Key Faith 

Practices so that it 

becomes a faith 

formation experience.



Bless the people with prayers that name 

the moment as an occasion to receive 

the love of God in Christ and the love of 

others from the body of Christ.



Gift the recipients of the 

milestone moment with 

something visible to help them 

recall the event as a special 

time to connect daily life 

experiences with the word of 

God in order to nurture the 

Christian faith.



Reinforce the milestone by 

reconnecting with the participants 

in the milestone event to help 

them continue the journey of 

faith formation. Checking in with 

people is key to both effective 

milestones ministry and to 

shepherding souls. 



Name it

Bless it

Equip it

Gift it



Milestone 

Moment



Name it

Bless it

Equip it

Gift it



Name it

Bless it

Equip it

Gift it



Ideas submitted :

• Birth of a Sibling

• Going Off to College

• Learning to Ride a Bike

• Spring Cleaning

• Engagement

• Getting a New Instrument

• Spring Planting

• Beginning of Sport Season

• Losing a Tooth

• Kiss-Off Chemo

• New Pet

• First Paycheck

• Closing of a Workplace

• Getting Braces

• Critical Illness/Cancer

• Change of Job

• Adoption

• Miscarriage

• New Sibling



“Milestones Ministry is filled with ingredients that 

promote shepherding souls: Scripture, faith traditions, 

caring conversations, blessings, and prayer – all put 

together in a bowl that looks a lot like community life 

that seeks to support and care for one another for a 

lifetime. As such, the result of this recipe for ministry 

helps people move from the more passive and silent life of 

a Christian to the more active life of a Christian 

missionary who knows how to speak the faith out loud.” 

David W. Anderson, author
Shepherd of Souls: Faith Formed Through Trusting Relationships



Four Key Faith Practices

1. Caring Conversations

2. Devotions

3. Service

4. Rituals and Traditions

An important 

ingredient…establish 

faith practices!

FAITH5

1. Share

2. Read

3. Talk

4. Pray

5. Bless

For Everything a Season

1. Welcome

2. Prayer

3. Bible Reading

4. Reflection

5. Ritual Action

Common 

Language



Caring 

Conversations

Devotions

Service

Rituals and 

Traditions



www.milestonesministry.org

35 Moments

What if you 

want to design 

your own?



Each ritual has a welcome, prayer, 
time for reflection, suggested ritual 
action such as lighting a candle or 

passing a blessing cup, and a closing 
blessing. They can be done by 
families, other groups, or by 

someone alone. These accessible 
blessings help to transform ordinary 
moments in time and space into holy 

moments of timeless grace.

Mary Ylvisaker Nilsen, Rev. Per Nilsen, 
Rev. Kai Nilsen, Linnea Nilsen Capshaw, 

Rev. Solveig Nilsen-Goodin, 
and Rev. Erika Nilsen

Available in digital 

format as individual or 

multiple copies for 

congregations.



www.famliesatthecenter.com

https://www.lifelongfaith.com/



http://www.vibrantfaithathome.org/

http://www.faithformationlearningexchange.net/


Be Intentional

Set Expectations 

Plan for 
Accountability

Debbie’s Leadership Tips:

In the context 

and setting of 

our changing 

world.



Follow-up 

Conversation



Tell about existing 

milestones in your 

setting and how you 

have been doing them.

Tell us what your own 

milestone design looks like 

as we learn from one 

another.



You then, my child, be strong in the grace that is in 

Christ Jesus; and what you have heard from me 

through many witnesses entrust to faithful people 

who will be able to teach others as well.

2 Timothy 2:1-2

Paul (mentor) to Timothy 

(apprentice) references Timothy’s 

mother and grandmother as 

faith role models.

Closing 

Thought

Rev. Caitlin Glass Kurtz



www.milestonesministry.org

dstreicher@milestonesministry.org


